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EAGLEBANK CONTINUES TO ATTRACT
“TOP 100” RESIDENTIAL LOAN PRODUCERS
MEHDI PIRZADEH JOINS EAGLEBANK’S RESIDENTIAL LENDING TEAM

BETHESDA, MD. EagleBank, today, announced the addition of Mehdi Pirzadeh, another
outstanding loan producer who placed #41 on Scotsman Guide 2012 Top Originators List.
Ranking for this national list is based on total loan dollar volume for the year. EagleBank’s
Residential Lending team earned the Bank fifth place nationwide on the “Most Ranked Originators
on Top Volume List.”
Pirzadeh has closed over $100-million in loan volume every year since 2005, thus his continued
ranking, nationwide, in Scotsman Guide Top 100 Mortgage Originators. He came to the USA from
Tehran, Iran at a young age, grew up in Bethesda, MD, and graduated from the University of
Maryland with a B.S. in Finance and Information Systems. Starting out in the software industry, he
quickly realized his true calling was matching dreams of home ownership to individual financial
realities and making it work.
Commenting on EagleBank’s Mortgage Division, Chairman and CEO Ronald D. Paul said, “We are
excited to have Mehdi join our team and proud that our bank, with its continued growth and strength
is attracting top quality professionals like Mehdi in every area of our bank. Our success is based on
good people building loyal customer relationships through superior service.”
“We are very fortunate to have so many Scotsman Guide achievers who have helped rank
EagleBank in the Top 100 and Top 300 banks, nationwide, for loan production,” continued Senior
Vice President and Manager of EagleBank’s Residential Lending Division Roshan A. Alavi. “They
include Paul Harsanyi @ #73, Andrew Lunenfeld @ #97, Paul Hornyak @ #110, Raj Mahajan @
#150, Deborah Levy @ #170, Shapur Bashar @ #196, Jeff Fink @ #206 and Laurent Berman @
#236. Other lending experts we are proud to welcome to our full-service Residential Lending group
recently include: Craig Bricker, Bill Sherrill, John Tvelia and Karen Williams.
ABOUT EAGLE BANCORP, INC. AND EAGLEBANK
Eagle Bancorp, Inc. is the holding company for EagleBank, which commenced operations in 1998.
The Bank is headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, and conducts full service banking services
through eighteen offices, located in Montgomery County, Maryland, Washington, D.C. and Northern
Virginia. The Company focuses on building relationships with businesses, professionals and
individuals in its marketplace.
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